
The Geek Feminist Revolution
Kameron Hurley ’01

2016, Tor Books

“The Geek Feminist Revolution” is a 
collection of essays by double Hugo 
Award-winning essayist and fantasy nov-
elist Kameron Hurley.

The book collects dozens of Hurley’s 
essays on feminism, geek culture, and 
her experiences and insights as a genre 
writer, including “We Have Always 
Fought,” which won the 2014 Hugo for 
Best Related Work. “The Geek Feminist 
Revolution” will also feature several 
entirely new essays written specifically for 
this volume.

Unapologetically outspoken, Hurley has 
contributed essays to The Atlantic, Locus, 
Tor.com, and elsewhere on the rise of 
women in genre, her passion for science 
fiction and fantasy, and the diversification 
of publishing.

The Descent Into Happiness: 
A Bicycling Journey Over the 
Cascades and Rockies and 
Across the Great Plains
David Howell ’91

2016, Blue Ear Books

Howell takes us on a cross-country, solo, 
self-supported bicycle ride from Seattle to 
Milwaukee … But while he tells the story 
of the journey — and of the characters 
he meets along the way — Howell also 
confronts a series of conundrums he 
had been pondering for years: Is it OK 
to spend so much time alone, to give in 
to introversion? How can one embrace 
introversion and solitude while also being 
a father and husband? By the end of the 
journey, he resolves that solitude can 
enhance one’s time with others, just as 
time with others can enhance solitude.

ON THE
 SHELF

Rough Waters: Our North 
Pacific Small Fishermen’s Battle
Nancy Mendenhall, Northwest Campus 
director 1987–1996

2015, Far Eastern Press

“Rough Waters” is an insider’s view of the 
crisis our North Pacific small commercial 
and subsistence fishermen face from a 
changing ocean, weak or underfunded 
management, power politics, and in 
some cases a government management 
strategy to favor industrialized fleets. 
Alaskan Nancy Danielson Mendenhall 
draws on regional history, her own and 
others’ fishing experiences and scientists’ 
observations to paint a different picture 
than one draws from public government 
reports and the general media. Today 
ordinary families lose the chance for 
economic independence through a tradi-
tional way of life that has been the base 
of our coastal communities. Although 
Mendenhall’s concentration is on the 
Northwest and Alaska, one hears of the 
same effects along all of our coasts.

New way to detect volcanic explosions
Alaska is a volcanically active state, but it can be difficult to 
monitor that activity in remote regions. Methods developed by 
David Fee of the Geophysical Institute’s Alaska Volcano Obser-
vatory and Wilson Alaska Technical Center and his colleagues 
use ground-coupled airwaves, or GCAs, to detect explosions on 
distant seismic networks.

GCAs occur when an acoustic wave in the atmosphere 
hits the Earth’s surface, producing a ground wave that can be 
detected by seismometers. Volcanic explosions can produce 
these low-frequency acoustic waves, as can events such as 
meteors entering the Earth’s atmosphere, and even chemical or 
nuclear explosions.

“Volcanic explosions can sometimes be difficult to detect 
seismically, but the GCA can provide unambiguous evi-
dence that a volcano is erupting,” Fee said. Learn more at 
http://bit.ly/uaf040423.A
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Excerpts from the publishers’ descriptions. Book cover images courtesy of the publishers. 
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